Witches and Wizards
 Illusions of Fate by Kiersten White
An outcast since moving from her island home of Melei to the dreary country of Albion,
Jessamin meets the gorgeous, enigmatic Finn who introduces her to the secret world of
Albion's nobility--a world of power, money, status, and magic--but Finn has a powerful
enemy who only Jessamin can stop.
 This Wicked Game by Michelle Zink
Seventeen-year-old Claire Kincaid, a descendant of Marie Leveau, is forced to embrace her
voodoo heritage when mysterious strangers threaten to use an age-old curse to destroy her
family and the boy she loves.
 Hex Hall by Rachel Hawkins
Witch Sophie Mercer, having been sent to a reform school by her father after a prom night
spell went horribly wrong, learns her roommate, who is the only vampire on campus, is the
suspect in a series of attacks on students and sets out to find the real culprit.
 Shadow and Bone by Leigh Bardugo
Orphaned by the Border Wars, Alina Starkov is taken from obscurity and her only friend,
Mal, to become
, who trains her to join the magical
elite in the belief that she is the Sun Summoner, who can destroy the monsters of the Fold.
 The Girl of Fire and Thorns by Rae Carson
Once a century, one person is chosen for greatness. Elisa has always felt powerless, useless.
Now, on her sixteenth birthday, she has become the secret wife of a handsome and worldly
king—a king who needs her to be the chosen one, not a failure of a princess. And he's not the
only one who seeks her. Savage enemies, seething with dark magic, are hunting her. A
daring, determined revolutionary thinks she could save his people. And he looks at her in a
way no man has ever looked at her before. Elisa could be everything to those who need her
most. If the prophecy is fulfilled. If she finds the power deep within herself. If she doesn't die
young. Most of the chosen do.
 Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone (Titles in Series: Chamber of Secrets, Prisoner of
Azkaban, Goblet of Fire, Order of the Phoenix, Half Blood Prince, The Deathly
Hallows) by J.K. Rowling
Rescued from the outrageous neglect of his aunt and uncle, a young boy with a great destiny
proves his worth while attending Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry.
 Beautiful Creatures (Title in Series: Beautiful Darkness) by Kami Garcia and Margaret
Stohl
In a small South Carolina town, where it seems little has changed since the Civil War,
sixteen-year-old Ethan is powerfully drawn to Lena, a new classmate with whom he shares a
psychic connection and whose family hides a dark secret that may be revealed on her
sixteenth birthday.
 Witch & Wizard (Titles in Series: Witch and Wizard: The Gift) by James Patterson
A sister and brother, along with thousands of young people, have been kidnapped and either
thrown in prison or turned up missing after accusations of witchcraft were made against
them, and the ruling regime will do anything in order to suppress life and liberty, music and
books.
 The Demon King (Titles in Series: The Exiled Queen) by Cinda Williams Chima

Relates the intertwining fates of former street gang leader Han Alister and headstrong
Princess Raisa, as Han takes possession of an amulet that once belonged to an evil wizard
and Raisa uncovers a conspiracy in the Grey Wolf Court.
 The Bartimaeus Trilogy: The Amulet of Samarkand (Titles in Series: Ptolemy’s Gate, The
Golem’s Eye) by Johnathan Stroud
Nathaniel, a magician's apprentice, summons up the djinni Bartimaeus and instructs him to
steal the Amulet of Samarkand from the powerful magician Simon Lovelace.
 Gifts by Ursula K. LeGuin
When a young man in the Uplands blinds himself rather than use his gift of "unmaking"--a
violent talent shared by members of his family--he upsets the precarious balance of power
among rival, feuding families, each of which has a strange and deadly talent of its own.
 Lord of the Rings Trilogy by J.R.R. Tolkien
Frodo the hobbit and a band of warriors from the different kingdoms set out to destroy the
Ring of Power before the evil Sauron grasps control.
 The Wizard Heir (Titles in Series: The Warrior Heir, The Dragon Heir) by Cinda
Williams Chima
Sixteen-year-old Seph, a powerful wizard, gets caught up in a conflict between the Wizard
Council, smaller groups with their own agendas, and a rogue politician--the Dragon--whose
identity and whereabouts the others seek to know.
 The Magic Thief by Sarah Prineas
A young thief is drawn into a life of magic and adventure after picking the pocket of the
powerful wizard Nevery Flinglas, who has returned from exile to attempt to reverse the
troubling decline of magic in Wellmet City.
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